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A special invitation for teachers and student writers
Enter your best writers in Express the Music, now in its 22nd year of promoting stories and poems from  
public, private, and parochial school students throughout the region. Last year, 63 finalists were publicly 
honored before more than 1500 cheering people at Powell Hall. Over the years, hundreds of teachers and 
thousands of grade 6-12 students from the bi-state region met this cross-curricular challenge. We know your 
students can as well. Express the Music is an opportunity for writing across disciplines, particularly English 
language arts, music, and social studies.

How It Works
Students listen, write, edit, share—the teacher chooses.

Guided by you, students listen to this year’s musical selection and respond to its impact and structure in  
creative writing projects—prose or poetry. You can find several ways to integrate this project with your 
school’s curriculum.

Then, you choose and submit up to seven (7) students’ compositions per class, which can include both prose 
and poetry in a mix you decide. If you have more than one class, seven entries may be submitted from each 
of your classes.

This year’s music selection is the Fourth Movement (Finale) of Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No. 5, 
op. 64. Information about this selection is at the end of this document.

Where to Find the Music
1. Your school or local library

2. Google Search or on YouTube.com, you can click on performances by 
 • Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Herbert von Karajan 
 • Mariinsky Theatre Orchestra, conducted by Valery Gergiev 
 • Philadelphia Orchestra, conducted by Riccardo Muti

3. Your school’s music teacher 

Entry Requirements 
Submit up to seven (7) entries per class. If you have more than one class, seven entries may be submitted from 
each of your classes.

Each entry must fulfill the following requirements:
 • Entries must be word-processed, double-spaced on 8.5” x 11” white paper, one side only. 
 • Font size must be black in 12 pt. with page margins of 1” on all sides.
 • Entries must be limited to the following lengths: 
  Junior Division (Grades 6-8): 400 words
  Senior Division (Grades 9-12): 600 words
 • No illustrations or embellishments. 
 • For entries longer than one page, staple once.
 • The student’s name must not appear on the submitted composition other than on the identification card   
  (see next section). 

Do not submit previously published entries or works entered in other competitions. Entries will remain the 
property of Express the Music.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVarR8JvT-g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=av0SFzcfRBE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ESQwBeA4Kvw
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How to Prepare Entries
1. Complete an identification card for each entry.
 • Download identification cards at slso.org/express.
 • Please type into the writeable PDF. This will ensure the ID cards are legible and streamline the process.
 • Please confirm unusual spellings or provide phonetic pronunciations.
 • Assign a unique ID number to each entry and write that number on the top right corner of each page of   
  the composition.
 • Paper clip the corresponding ID card to each entry. Do not staple or fold pages.

2. Complete an inventory form listing all entries from your school.
 • Download inventory forms at slso.org/express.
 • If you have more than one class, please use a separate inventory form for each class.

3. Enclose the following in a 9” x 12” envelope:
 • Student compositions with identification cards attached.
 • Inventory form for each participating class.

How to Submit Entries
Mailed entries must be postmarked on or before Friday, January 18. The return address must include the 
teacher’s name, school name, school district, and school address. 

Mailing Address: 
Express the Music 
Symphony Volunteer Association 
718 North Grand Blvd
St. Louis, MO 63103

Entries may also be dropped off at Powell Hall on the postmark day. Please leave entries with the security 
guard at the Delmar stage door, not the box office.

Directions for parking at Powell Hall: The address for Powell Hall is the same as the mailing address above.  
Free parking may be available in the small lot at 3514 Delmar or street parking is available on Delmar for  
$1.00/hr. at the parking meters.

Questions? Call 314-286-4190 or email svaexpressthemusic@slso.org. 

Judging
Judges will not be given the name, grade level, or school of the writer. Poems and prose entries will be judged 
by separate panels. Each entry goes through preliminary judging first. Finalists selected by the preliminary 
judging panel will then be evaluated by a separate, final-judging panel of expert writers and editors. 

Our judges will rate the entries on four dimensions: 1) an engaging and clear voice, 2) responsiveness to the 
musical selection, 3) a structure that keeps readers involved, and 4) good writing mechanics that support the 
voice—the writer’s style or the composition’s point of view.

Finalists will be announced in late February.
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Awards and Prizes
Finalists will receive certificates and other gifts in a public ceremony at Powell Hall on Saturday, March 23, 2019. 
All finalists’ entries will be compiled and published in the Express the Music book.

Cash prizes for the top three entries in each category—prose and poetry—will be awarded:
 Junior Division (Grades 6-8):
 • 1st place for Prose: $200 / for Poetry: $200
 • 2nd place for Prose: $100 / for Poetry: $100
 • 3rd place for Prose: $75 / for Poetry: $75
   Senior Division (Grades 9-12):
 • 1st place for Prose: $400 / for Poetry: $400
 • 2nd place for Prose: $200 / for Poetry: $200
 • 3rd place for Prose: $100 / for Poetry: $100

Tips for Teachers 
• Use Express the Music for authentic cross-curricular collaboration. You might want to have students listen to  
 the piece and start their writing in music class, then revise and edit in English class. 
• Set your usual high expectations. Encourage students to write expressively and refine their writing with your   
 input and editing. Feedback on drafts from friends is usually helpful as well. The judges are looking for good   
 creative writing that is influenced by the musical selection’s impact on listeners.
• Allow enough time for students to listen to the music more than once to explore the emotions and thoughts  
 that form in their minds. They will become more familiar and comfortable with it through repeated listening. 
• Most teachers who have produced multiple winners have dedicated specific class time to this project. 
• Entries will be reproduced “as is.” Help students edit carefully for mechanics such as spelling, grammar, and   
 spacing on the page. 
• Encourage students to write “from the heart” rather than to fit a rubric. The music is a way to spark their   
 creativity, rather than something to be analyzed.
• Play the musical selection for the students or have them listen at home on good quality equipment. 

Tips for Writers
• Listen to the music several times and sense the feelings. Write from your own experience, using images that   
 evoke feelings like those.
• Some prose writers make a rough outline or storyboard before they start. Good writing has “good bones.”
• If you’re writing a poem, and want to focus on one musical effect, ask yourself: What mood dominates the   
 musical experience you are having for the whole piece? You can concentrate the poem on that, or you can   
 create a longer, more narrative poem in response to the changes in the music.
• If a story has human characters, create a brief biographical description of each one early, as you draft your story.
• Go for clarity, using the voice you chose for this project. Cutting out or altering text that distracts or confuses  
 readers focuses the writing and promotes clarity.
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A Sample “Feelings Map” 
Most music triggers a variety of responses as it goes along. Keeping track of feelings as they change in the music 
might help listeners grasp the emotional structure of the music in more detail. Use adjectives or adverbs to create 
this “feelings map” of the music. Then, draft a story or poem that reflects the emotional structure of the music.

Here is an example “feelings map” from an imaginary  
musical work, not from this year’s selection:
Opening – calm, peaceful
Then – getting agitated, aggressive
Peaceful for a while
Becoming agitated, confusing
Majestic
Suddenly – calm, maybe sad
Picking up speed – optimistic, bright, cheerful
Calming down – the peaceful feel comes back
Ends softly, maybe hopeful

Tchaikovsky and His Fifth Symphony
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky was born on May 7, 1840, in Kamsko-Votkinsk, a small industrial town east of Moscow. 
Although his musical gifts were recognized early, Tchaikovsky received little support from his family to develop 
his musical talent. Instead, he was educated to become a government official, a pursuit that Tchaikovsky did 
not personally enjoy. Tchaikovsky’s work as a bureaucrat eventually brought him to St. Petersburg where he 
met the pianist and composer, Anton Rubenstein.

Anton Rubenstein, director of the St. Petersburg Conservatory, was the first to see the real signs of musical 
talent in Tchaikovsky. It was through the influence of Rubenstein where Tchaikovsky began his formal studies 
in music. After graduating from the St. Petersburg Conservatory, Tchaikovsky was invited to teach at the 
Moscow Conservatory. He made such a lasting impact that the conservatory was later named after him – 
Moscow State Tchaikovsky Conservatory. From this point forward, Tchaikovsky became the leading Russian 
composer of his time. His music was hugely popular both in Russia and abroad. In 1891, Tchaikovsky made his 
Carnegie Hall debut, appearing at the grand opening of what is now recognized as one of the most famous 
concert halls in the world.

Tchaikovsky’s works are notable for their tuneful, open-hearted melodies, lush harmonies, and colorful,  
picturesque orchestration, all of which evoke profound emotional responses. He is regarded as a masterful 
composer of classical ballet, as demonstrated by his scores for Swan Lake, The Nutcracker, and Sleeping 
Beauty. Having struggled with his identity and the early death of his mother, Tchaikovsky’s music was often a 
direct reflection of his repressed feelings – the fourth movement of his Symphony No. 5 was no exception. 
Emotionally, it puts listeners through a wide range of impacts—intimate and heroic, exhilarating and peaceful, 
gritty and reverent.
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State Standards for English Language Arts and Music
Express the Music fulfills components of the Missouri Grade-Level Expectations in English language arts and 
music, as well as the Illinois Learning Standards. 

Missouri English Language Arts Learning Standards
W2A
W3A

Missouri Music Grade-Level Expectations
IC1A
IC1B

Illinois English Language Arts Learning Standards 
Text Types and Purposes
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6-12.3 
Production and Distribution of Writing
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6-12.4
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6-12.5
Range of Writing
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.6-12.10

Illinois Music Learning Standards
MU.Re7.1
MU.Re8.1
MU.Cn11.1
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dese.mo.gov/college-career-readiness/curriculum/english-language-arts
https://dese.mo.gov/sites/default/files/gle-music.pdf
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/
http://illinoisartslearning.org/



